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13. Abstract (MaxImumn 200 words),

P-IR satellite Images are used extensively to study ocean dynamics; their synoptic coverage conmplements traditional
oceanographic measurements. Data Interpretation Is cotmpqlicated by cloud cover and the features' spatial and teopral
variation. The opening and closing operation-of mathematical morphology smooths edges and finds objects simultano-
ously?/t~his method's success has been demonstrated In astronomical Images. We will describi'9daptions needed to find
Gulf Stream rings In NOAA AVHRR liges,'and ho~.comearfsons of the results with those from ,both human analysts and
other automated techniquesk Processing consist, of inverting the image, applying openling and closing to soearate very
hot objects (generally land, the Gulf Stream, and some clouds) from the rest of the Image and~oremove them, and
applying opening and closing to the result to separate remaining hot objects from the background (usually cold
water), which isA removed.
in opening and closing, objects are defined by minimum size and intensity threshold criteria. The latter criterion
varies locally In the image. The structure element, a pattern of pixels whose properties are those sought In the
Image, Is a uniform Intensity 3 x 3 pixel array. opening and closing finvolves atlernately considering whether the
entire structure element fits under the Image's intensity surface when the structure elemet is centered on a
particular pixel, and whether any part of the structure element fits under the intensity surface.-o"Hence the method
works better for warm core eddies than for cold core eddies, It will miss eddies that differ only slightly from their
surroundings In temperature and find areas of water whose temp~erature differs appreciably from that of the
surrounding water. The successful adaptation of a technique originally developed for a different discipline Is a*
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*welcome step in the development of automated toots to aid the interpreter; It Is also en example of cooperation

between the academic coemmunity and the Federal Governant. We will present preliminary reeults of a study of

techniques to Improve the method's efficiency and rellbitlty.
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